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Out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs) have received considerable recent attention as qualitative witnesses of information scrambling in many-body quantum systems. Theoretical discussions
of OTOCs typically focus on closed systems, raising the question of their suitability as scrambling
witnesses in realistic open systems. We demonstrate that nonclassicality of the quasiprobability distribution (QPD) behind the OTOC is a more sensitive witness for scrambling than the OTOC itself.
Nonclassical features of the QPD evolve with time scales that are robust with respect to decoherence
and are immune to false positives caused by decoherence. To reach this conclusion, we numerically
simulate spin-chain dynamics and three experimental protocols for measuring OTOCs: interferometric, quantum-clock, and weak-measurement. We target implementations with quantum-computing
hardware such as superconducting qubits or trapped ions.

Introduction—Quantum many-body dynamics is
scrambling when it causes initially localized quantum
information to spread via entanglement through many
degrees of freedom. Out-of-time-ordered correlators
(OTOCs) have been suggested as a way to characterize
scrambling [1–22]. As such, investigating how to measure
OTOCs experimentally is crucial. Different OTOCmeasurement protocols have been proposed [23–26], and
some experimental success has been reported [27–30].
While OTOCs are being intensely investigated across
condensed-matter and high-energy contexts [31–36],
their robustness in realistic, decohering experimental
settings has just started to be explored and is beginning
to emerge as an active area of research [30, 37–41].
In this paper, we study decoherence’s effects on
OTOCs being used to witness information scrambling.
We find that their underlying quasiprobability distributions (QPDs) can more robustly identify the key time
scales that distinguish scrambling. These QPDs are extended Kirkwood-Dirac QPDs [25, 42–47]. They reduce
to classical joint probability distributions over the eigenvalues of the OTOC operators when the operators commute. However, for noncommuting operators, the QPDs
become nonclassical: while the distribution remains normalized, individual quasiprobabilities can become negative, exceed one, or become nonreal. This nonclassicality
robustly distinguishes scrambling from decoherence.
To illustrate decoherence’s effects on OTOCs, we must
specify a measurement protocol. We study three: the (1)
interferometric [24], (2) sequential-weak-measurement
[25, 42], and (3) quantum-clock [26] protocols. Scrambling causes the OTOC to decay over a short time interval and then remain small. However, information leakage due to decoherence can reproduce this behavior [38],
since a decohered system entangles with the environment.
Thus, while quantum information spreads across many
degrees of freedom, most of them are outside the system.
We therefore propose a modification to these protocols

that uses the (coarse-grained) QPD behind the OTOC
to distinguish between scrambling and nonscrambling dynamics despite decoherence. Additionally, we investigate
the effects of dissipation on measurements of the (coarsegrained) QPD.
We find that decoherence can reproduce the qualitative
decay of OTOCs usually associated with scrambling. As
expected, OTOCs obtained with measurement protocols
that require the longest laboratory time decay the most
in the presence of decoherence. Additionally, we find
that the QPD more reliably flags decoherence than the
OTOC does. Moreover, the time scales associated with
the loss of the QPD’s nonclassical behavior clearly distinguish dynamics with scrambling even in the presence
of decoherence.
Our paper is organized as follows. We first define the
OTOC and the QPD underlying it. As a concrete example suitable for simulation with qubit architectures,
we consider a spin chain that can be toggled between
scrambling and integrable dynamics. Next, we introduce dephasing, inspired by current superconductingqubit technology, and analyze its effect on the OTOC
and its QPD. We show numerical simulations of the
spin chain for each OTOC-measurement protocol, and
we compare their degradation due to decoherence. The
numerical simulations also show that the QPD’s nonclassicality clearly distinguishes scrambling dynamics even
when the OTOC behavior is ambiguous.
OTOCs and their quasiprobabilities—Quantum information scrambling is related to the quantum butterfly
effect. Localized operators’ supports grow under time
evolution by an appropriate Hamiltonian (e.g., a nonintegrable one). The initially local operators come to have
large commutators with most other operators—even operators localized far from the initially considered and initially local operator. As an example, consider a Pauli
operator acting locally on one end of a spin chain. We
use another local Pauli operator defined on the opposite
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side of the chain to probe the propagation of entanglement and quantum information. If the Hamiltonian is
scrambling, an increasing number of degrees of freedom
would need to be measured to recover the initially local information. Below, we make this intuition and its
relation to the OTOC more precise.
Let H denote a quantum many-body system Hamiltonian; W and V local far-apart operators; and ρ a density
matrix. The OTOC is defined as

F (t) := Tr W † (t)V † W (t)V ρ .
(1)
Here, W (t) = U (t)† W U (t) is evolved in the Heisenberg
picture with the unitary evolution operator U (t) generated by H. We assume that, initially, W and V commute: [W (0), V ] = 0. If W and V are also unitary, then
the OTOC is related to the Hermitian square of their
commutator by
+
*
†
1 − Re F (t)
[W (t), V ] [W (t), V ]
=
. (2)
C(t) :=
∗
(2i )
2i
2
Otherwise, the commutator’s square includes other terms
involving nontrivial time-ordered correlators. A Hamiltonian that scrambles information tends to grow the commutator’s magnitude. This growth leads to a persistent
smallness of Re F (t). In contrast, for a nonscrambling
Hamiltonian, W (t) and V approximately commute after
a short amount of time, as information quickly recollects
from other parts of the system. Therefore, Re F (t) would
exhibit revivals returning to close toPone.
W
V decompose as W =
w wΠw and V =
PW and
V
W
V
vΠ
,
where
Π
and
Π
are
the
projectors
onto the
v
w
v
v
eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues w and v.
The eigenspaces are highly degenerate, since W and V
are local operators and the system is large. F (t) can be
expressed as an average of eigenvalues [48],
X
F (t) =
v1 w2 v2∗ w3∗ p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) ,
(3)
v1 ,w2 ,v2 ,w3

with respect to an extended Kirkwood-Dirac [43, 44]
(coarse-grained) quasiprobability distribution (QPD)


(t) V
W (t) V
p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ) := Tr ΠW
Π
Π
Π
ρ
. (4)
w3
v2 w2
v1
p̃t was denoted by A˜ρ in [25].
Equation (3) implies that the QPD p̃t exhibits the
same time scales as the OTOC. Therefore, we should
expect that qualitative features of OTOCs that reflect
scrambling should have counterparts in p̃t .
The QPD p̃t is complex.
However, like a
classical
probability
distribution,
it
is normalized:
P
p̃
(v
,
w
,
v
,
w
)
=
1.
Therefore,
regions
t
1
2
2
3
v1 ,w2 ,v2 ,w3
where p̃t becomes negative, exceeds one, or has a nonzero
imaginary part are nonclassical. Hence, we introduce the

total nonclassicality of p̃t as a measure of nonclassicality:
X
Ñ (t) :=
|p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 )| − 1.
(5)
v1 ,w2 ,v2 ,w3

As we will see in examples, even in the presence of
decoherence, the total nonclassicality’s evolution distinguishes integrable from nonintegrable Hamiltonians. The
distinction allows the QPD to serve as a robust witness
for scrambling.
Spin chain—We illustrate with a quantum Ising chain
of N qubits. For ease of comparison, we use the conventions in [49–52]:
H = −J

N
−1
X
i=1

z
σiz σi+1
−h

N
X
i=1

σiz − g

N
X

σix .

(6)

i=1

We set ~ = 1, such that energies are measured in units
of J; and times, in units of 1/J. We fix 2π/J = 1 µs and
simulate two cases:
1. Integrable case: h/J = 0.0, g/J = 1.05
2. Nonintegrable case: h/J = 0.5, g/J = 1.05.
We have chosen these values to match those of Ref. [25].
For the same reason, we have chosen W = σ1z and V =
z
[53].
σN
To map this Hamiltonian onto a physical qubit system, e.g., an array of transmons [54, 55], we interpret
the eigenstates of −σix as the energy eigenbasis of each
qubit. Each qubit has an intrinsic energy splitting of
2g and is capacitively coupled to its neighbors with energy J. Each qubit is driven at a Rabi frequency 2h,
and the drive can be turned on and off. Unless prepared by a measurement, such a qubit system relaxes
to a thermal state as a natural preparation. Therefore,
as an initial state, we consider a Gibbs state at finite
temperature T : ρT = Z −1 exp(−H/T ) with T /J = 1,
Z = Tr(exp(−H/T )), and kB = 1 [56]. Each qubit has a
ground-state population of approximately 0.2. OTOCs
are usually evaluated on thermal states due to holographic interest in the thermofield double state [3, 4, 6–
10, 12, 13, 17].
Decoherence—To numerically model decoherence, we
use a Lindblad
master nequationodρ/dt = −i[H, ρ] +
PN +na 
†
†
γ
L
ρL
. Here, N denotes
i
i
i − 1/2 Li Li , ρ
i=1
the number of spins in the chain; and na , the number of
ancillas required for a given protocol. We choose Li = σiz
and γi = γ = 1/(2T2∗ ). The operators Li implement
single-qubit dephasing at rates γi since environmental
dephasing is the dominant limitation of system coherence prior to relaxation. The parameter T2∗ denotes the
observed exponential decay constant for the qubit coherence from chip-dependent environmental fluctuations.
We have chosen an optimistic T2∗ = 130 µs, which is plausible for upcoming transmon hardware [57]. We interpret
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Figure 1. Evolution of measured OTOC, F (t) = W † (t)V † W (t)V , with and without decoherence. Values measured with
three different protocols are compared against the ideal value: interferometric FI (t), weak FW (t), and quantum clock FC (t).
The system consists of N = 5 spins in an Ising chain with (a) a transverse field and (b) a transverse and a longitudinal
field, with parameters detailed in the text. The system starts in a Gibbs state ρT = Z −1 exp(−H/T ) with T /J = 1 and
Z = Tr(exp(−H/T )). The system undergoes environmental dephasing of each qubit with a decay constant of T2∗ = 130 µs.
z
. These plots highlight the difficulties in unambiguously distinguishing between (a)
The local operators W = σ1z and V = σN
nonscrambling and (b) scrambling Hamiltonians in an experimental setting with decoherence.

the Lindblad equation as an average over the stochastic
phase-jumps that could occur during each time step dt.
Such a jump updates a density matrix ρ according to
X
ρ 7→ dt
γi Li U (t)ρU (t)† L†i + L0 U (t)ρU (t)† L†0 . (7)
i

q
P
The no-phase-jump operator is L0 = 11 − dt i γi L†i Li .
We choose this numerical procedure because of its simplicity and numerical stability [58].
For all three OTOC-measurement protocols, we replace the usual time evolution by Eq. (7) and assume
that, under decoherence, only the sign of the time evolution’s unitary part, U (t), is affected when a time reversal
is called for. This is equivalent to reversing only the
sign of H in the Lindblad equation’s first term. We also
distinguish between the total time elapsed in the laboratory, tL , and the time t at which the OTOC is evaluated. Each simulated reversal of t accumulates positive
lab time tL ; thus, every protocol’s tL depends on t differently. To simulate decoherence’s effects on the QPD,
we use the weak-measurement protocol [25, 42]. Changes
to the other protocols to make them adequate for QPDmeasurements are also possible [25].
Simulation results and discussion—Figure 1 shows the
real part of the OTOC, measured in the presence of decoherence: FI (t), FW (t), and FC (t) denote the OTOC
measured according to the interferometric [24], weakmeasurement [25, 42], and quantum-clock [26] protocols,
respectively. These curves are compared to the ideal
OTOC F (t) measured in the absence of noise. These
protocols differ in the amounts of lab time required to
measure F (t): the protocols need tL ’s that are at least

2t, 3t, and 4t, respectively. As expected, OTOCs measured with long-tL protocols decay the most, since they
suffer from decoherence the longest. The quantum-clock
protocol’s FC (t) is affected the most. Nonetheless, this
protocol’s essence—the implementation of time reversals
via an ancilla qubit—could be combined with a shorter-tL
protocol (e.g., the interferometric protocol), to mitigate
decoherence [59].
Figures 1a and 1b show that decoherence hinders us
from easily distinguishing between integrable and nonintegrable Hamiltonians. The integrable-Hamiltonian
OTOC with decoherence exhibits decay caused by information leaking, whereas the nonintegrable-Hamiltonian
OTOC exhibits revivals. If we used these two OTOCs’
qualitative behaviors, we would misclassify the Hamiltonians and incur a false positive, inferring scrambling
where there is none.
Distinguishing scrambling from integrable Hamiltonians via the QPD is straightforward, even in the presence
of decoherence (Fig. 2). Decoherence damps the distribution’s oscillations, and the different curves drift towards a
common value (in our example, between 0 and 0.1). On
the other hand, unlike in the integrable case, the nonintegrable case’s quasiprobability shows persistent pitchforks. These pitchforks arise because scrambling breaks
a symmetry: scrambling eliminates the QPD’s invariance under certain permutations and negations of the
QPD arguments in Eq. (4) [25]. The symmetry breaking eliminates the QPD’s constancy under certain interchanges, and certain flips, of measurement outcomes in
the weak-measurement scheme. We should expect this
asymmetry to be reflected in the total nonclassicality Ñt
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of Eq. (5). Since information scrambling is related to coherent many-body entanglement of the system, which is
nonclassical, we expect the QPD’s nonclassicality to be
a robust indicator of scrambling. Indeed, the negative
regions in Fig. 2 are sensitively affected by the damping:
as time progresses, they shrink. The negative regions
also show structure that mirrors qualitative behavior of
the OTOC: the decay of Re F (t) matches the flourishing of the negativity; the revivals of Re F (t) mirror the
negativity’s disappearance.
We plot Ñ (t) in Fig. 3. The nonclassicality’s persistence reflects sustained noncommutativity of W (t) and
V . Several points merit attention. First, denote by t̃∗
the point at which Ñ (t) first starts to deviate from zero
[60]; by tm , the point at which the first maximum occurs;
and by tz , the time at which the first zero after the first
maximum happens. For the scrambling dynamics with
decoherence in Fig. 3, tz − tm is more than an order of
magnitude longer than tm − t̃∗ . For the nonscrambling
dynamics, the two time scales are comparable. Without
dissipation, tz − tm is even longer than the simulation
time. We thus conjecture that, if tm − t̃∗  tz − tm , the
dynamics is scrambling. As the quantum information
spreads throughout the system in a time tm − t̃∗ ∝ N , if
the system Hamiltonian H is integrable, the information
recollects in a time tz −tm ∝ N . Hence, the total nonclassicality’s first peak should be fairly symmetrical. If the
system dynamics is scrambling, such a recollection would
occur after a much longer time [17, 61, 62]. Therefore,
Ñ (t) should display strong temporal asymmetry about
its first maximum. We see this lack of symmetry in the
scrambling case’s Ñ (t) in Fig. 3b. We also see the role of
our conjecture in the presence of decoherence: because
of the significant differences in the scrambling-case time
scales, the asymmetry persists despite the dissipation’s
suppression of Ñ (t). In contrast, F (t) does not offer such
a quantitative insight: Ñ (t) is useful because it precisely
identifies the times at which nonclassical behavior arises
or disappears.
Conclusions and outlook —We have seen that decoherence can cause the qualitative OTOC decay usually associated with scrambling. We observe that OTOCs measured with protocols that require long lab times tL will
decay the most. The quantum-clock protocol is the most
affected but can be combined with the interferometric or
weak-measurement protocols for better performance [59].
Additionally, two opportunities for improving the robustness and convenience of the QPD-measurement scheme
in [25] exist. First, the weak measurements might be replaced with strong measurements, along the lines in [59].
Second, the renormalization scheme in [39] might be applied to mitigate errors.
We propose that a more robust witness can be found in
the nonclassical part of the QPD p̃t behind the OTOC.
The total nonclassicality Ñ of p̃t helps distinguish integrable from scrambling Hamiltonians in the presence of

decoherence. One can distinguish clearly between scrambling and nonscrambling systems by comparing two time
scales of Ñ . The duration between the birth of nonclassicality, at the time t̃∗ , and the nonclassicality’s first local
maximum, at tm , is related to the time needed by quantum information to spread throughout the system. The
spreading’s persistence governs the duration between tm
and the death of nonclassicality, at tz . Nonscrambling
dynamics exhibits revivals of classicality on time scales
tm − t̃∗ ≈ tz − tm , while scrambling dynamics takes much
longer. This distinction is clearly seen in the total nonclassicality Ñ (t). Unlike the OTOC, Ñ (t) is robust with
respect to experimental imperfections like decoherence.
Characterizing this time’s scaling with system size, and
checking whether the scaling can be consistent with doubly exponential expectations inspired by the Poincaré recurrence time [17, 61, 62], is a subject for future research.
Another opportunity for future study is whether
scrambling breaks symmetries in OTOC QPDs defined
in terms of W and V operators other than qubit Pauli
operators. An interesting choice to study next would be
the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [7, 63]. The SYK
model consists of Majorana fermions, whose experimental realizations are being pursued assiduously [64–70]. As
the SYK model scrambles maximally quickly, like black
holes, it has been hoped to shed light on quantum gravity.
The calculational tools available for SYK merit application to the OTOC QPD, which may shed new light on
scrambling at the intersection of condensed matter and
high-energy physics.
Note added —During the final stages of this
manuscript’s preparation, [40] was released.
The
authors propose another tack to separating scrambling
from decoherence and focus on scrambling measures
alternative to OTOCs [30, 33]. Our paper identifies
the OTOC quasiprobability as a distinguisher and as a
reliable scrambling signature in the context of OTOCs.
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Figure 2. Evolution of measured Re p̃t with and without decoherence, using the sequential-weak-measurement protocol.
P
W (t)
W (t)
v1 w2 v2∗ w3∗ p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 ), where
The QPD,
p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2P
, w3 ) = Tr(Πw3 ΠVv2 Πw2 ΠVv1 ρ), underlies the OTOC, F (t) =
P
V =
vΠv and W =
wΠw . Of 16 QPD values, four examples are shown. The numeric labels in the legend have the form
abcd, where v1 = (−1)a , w2 = (−1)b , v2 = (−1)c , and w3 = (−1)d . The shaded regions show nonclassical behavior of the QPD.
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Figure 3. Total nonclassicality, Ñ (t) =
|p̃t (v1 , w2 , v2 , w3 )| − 1, of the QPD, p̃t , showing sensitivity to decoherence for (a)
integrable and (b) scrambling systems. Comparing two time scales can reveal scrambling. The duration between the onset of
nonclassicality (t̃∗ ∼ 10 µs) and the first maximum (tm ∼ 20 µs) is roughly constant across all plots. The area between tm and
the next zero (tz ) is shaded. Without scrambling, tz − tm ∼ tm − t̃∗ ∼ 10 µs. With scrambling, tz − tm remains an order of
magnitude larger (tz − tm ∼ 100 µs), even with decoherence. In the decoherence-free scrambling case, Ñ (t) remains large for
at least four orders of magnitude of time longer than in the nonscrambling case.
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